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Aiden St. Delphi will do anything to save Alex. Even if it means doing the one thing he will never

forgive himself for. Even if it means making war against the gods.
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*** If you have NOT read Deity, DO NOT READ THIS REVIEW.***Seriously, it'll spoil Deity for you.

So unless you're the kind of person who reads the last page first , you really don't want to be

here.Still here? Ok, you've been sufficiently warned. Starting in 3... 2... 1...After that jaw-dropper of a

cliffhanger in Deity, I've been dying to find out what happens next. I'm pretty sure I could've survived

(though just barely) not knowing what happens to Alex & Co. until Apollyon. I could've done it with

the help of multiple rereadings, bulk packages of tissues, endless pints of mint chocolate chip, and a

self-imposed, home remedy for nail biting. Maybe. But did I want to?Um... that would be a "No." No,

I want to know more now.Guess what? Wish granted. Elixir has arrived, and thank you, thank you,

thank you, Jennifer, for giving your readers a little something extra to hold onto until next we meet

up with the Covenant gang.As you might remember from my Deity review, snarky, tough,

smart-mouthed, completely rash Alex took a while to grow on me in this series. I always liked her

enough, but it wasn't until Deity that I fell in love with her character. She matured, she thought

before she acted, she was sacrificial and used better judgment, while still retaining that essential

spark that makes her so lovably Alex. From Half-Blood to Deity, her maturation as a character is just



so well done and organic. It might sound strange, but if I hadn't been so "eh..." about her character

in the beginning, I'm not sure I'd love her as much as I do now.

Let me begin by stating this one simple but very true fact...I have ALWAYS been team Aiden!I never

wavered. I never jumped on the Seth bandwagon. NEVER. I knew what that kid was all about.

Yep!You might want to read Deity before reading this little bad boy because it will spoil Deity for you

if read it first. I also want to mention you want to read this one before reading Apollyon. I haven't

read Apollyon yet but it just seems like the most natural thing to do.Elixir is Aiden's story. It is hard to

really review this one without spoilers because absolutely everything about it is spoiler-ish. What I

will say is that you get to understand Aiden on a deeper level and his thought process. Elixir picks

up right where Deity ends diving into a month long description of "holy crap that just happened".

This was pretty awesome because when I tell you that Deity's ending was crazy, I do mean it was

crazy and it was nice to know what has happened since then, sooner rather than later.At any rate it

was awesome being in Aiden's head. He's not perfect. There are flaws. However, his flaws and

imperfections come from wanting to do the right thing and living an honorable life. He has a beautiful

soul and a beautiful heart. I was already in love with Aiden before Deity and Elixir. Deity and Elixir

just intensified that feeling and reconfirmed what I already knew he was all about.Deity and Elixir

also made me love the series even more. I honestly believe this is the best series JLA has to date

and it is also the most consistent. This world is a very strong one with interesting characters and

wonderful surprises. Love it!"Love is such a wild and reckless creature. It cannot be planned or

threaded. It cannot be controlled.
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